
Assignment 8 – jQuery and Ajax               
For Assignment 7, you implemented a “Todos” app. This assignment deals with enhancing that app 
through the use of jQuery and Ajax. 

1. Let the notices (about creation, updates and deletions) for the application only show up for 
about 5 seconds and then disappear. You can use any jQuery or jQueryUI available effects 
(folding, sliding up, exploding, etc.) 

2. Replace due_date textfields for TodoLists and TodoItems with a datepicker.  Unlike the example 
in class, do not use a textfield id to select the textfield to attach datepicker behavior to. Instead, 
think of a more generic way to apply the datepicker behavior.  

3. It would be nice to be able to mark TodoItem as complete without traversing all the way to “Edit 
TodoItem” page.  
 

 
 

Place “Mark Item as Done” button (Hint: remote form) right next to each TodoItem (that has not 
been completed) on the TodoLists show page. When clicking on the button, you will need to 
convey the information about TodoItem being completed to the server (without completely 
leaving the page). Then, you will need to  

1. Remove “Mark Item as Done” button for that item 
2. Change the item’s visual appearance to comply with the Completed State of the 

TodoItem 
3. Change the TodoList appearance (above) to comply with the Completed State (if all the 

TodoItems for this TodoList have been completed). 



 

You might find it helpful to know the following when completing problem 3: 

1. Look at different values of display css property that you might need in order to 
display 2 divs for example side by side instead of on separate lines. 

2. To be able to pull out an individual todo item in your javascript template (instead of 
wacking all the “Marked as Done” buttons and/or incorrectly changing all TodoItems to 
Completed State), you might want to assign a unique id to every row. 
dom_id(record)  helper method is a great little method for doing exactly that. 

3. You will probably also need the services of form.hidden_field form helper 
method to pass in a value of an attribute to the controller.  For example, 

<%= form.hidden_field :task_title, value: “A task” %> 

would pass the value “A task” to the controller as a request parameter named 
task_title.  
 

Submission Guidelines 

1. Commit all the files to your local repo and push your repo out to your private team repo on 
github creating a remote branch called assignment8.  

2. For this assignment, it might make the most sense to work on a master branch of a newly 
created repo and then do $git push remote_alias master:homework8 to push it 
out to github. 

3. Deploy the assignment on Heroku and specify the URL in the README.txt. 
4. PLEASE,  USE A DIFFERENT URL THAN ASSIGNMENT 7, SO THAT I CAN GRADE ASSIGNMENT 8 

SEPARATE FROM ASSIGNMENT 7. 

 


